
AdisInsight
Written by scientists

 • A database to support drug research, based on trusted, 
scientifically-sound data

 • Expertly reviewed, assessed and summarized by a team 
of scientists

 • A single search delivers results on drugs, trials, deals 
and safety

AdisInsight is an easy-to-use database containing  
essential scientific information on drugs being  
developed around the world, including how well they 
work, how safe they are, who is working on them, and 
how soon they will be available. 

All of the content has been verified and consolidated 
from multiple sources,including medical journals,  
company and government websites, and conference  
proceedings.

New  
platform

adis.com



To find out more, please visit  
adis.com/Researcher   
or contact us at  
AdisInsight@springer.com  

Preview the database  
for yourself at  
adisinsight.springer.com
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     “I want my
research to be useful
           to others”

  “I need to bring
in more funding for
   my department”

Stay Ahead of the Game
Use the most compelling new evidence

to inform your research, with

continuously updated records.

Build Career
Associations

Find contacts working
in a similar area

across academia
and industry to enhance

your prospects.

Gain a
Global Perspective
See the big picture of a drug

or disease landscape with all of the

information in one place.

Work more strategically to reach
your goals with AdisInsight...

Generate high-impact publications
by identifying research directions
that will advance the literature.

  "I want to make
a breakthrough before
      anyone else"

Stay at the cutting edge of your area by 
adapting your research strategy in 
response to new information.

Add a greater strategic perspective 
around gaps and opportunities

in drug therapy.

 “I want to make
a real di�erence to
       patient care”

Align your research efforts with 
industry to best support the 

development of new therapies.

Be Industry-Ready
Hone your research with access

to industry-standard tools and

real-world data.
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Work More
E�ciently
Quickly answer
critical research questions
with consolidated

scientific and commercial 

information.

Preview the database for yourself at adisinsight.springer.com 

Make
your research

clinically relevant
Identify the most translationalresearch 

opportunities and learn from the

successes and failures of others.

Work more strategically to reach 
your goals with AdisInsight
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